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On Saturday, April 10, the Regional Bridge Building Competition was held at John Bowne High School. For the second straight year,
Grover Cleveland High School’s Science Research Club swept Grover
Cleveland to a first place victory. Of 45 entries from Brooklyn, Queens,
and Staten Island 16 were from Grover Cleveland. Grover Cleveland
took 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 8th, among others.
The Bridge Building Competition involves constructing a
bridge from basswood sticks to be as light as possible yet support as
much weight as possible. A pail is hung from the bridge and loaded
with sand and weights until the bridge either breaks or deflects by
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following reasons:
1. The bridges were required to be elevated in the middle with legs on the sides.
2. There had to be openings in the bridge at the center and 60 millimeters to the right and left of the center to allow the
load to be hung. The exact loading point is picked at random the day of the contest.
3. The interior of the bridge has to fit the 4 cm x 4 cm block.
4. There had to be a clearance area under the bridge such that a 60 mm x 160 mm block can be passed under the bridge,
and the loading plane cannot be more than 80 mm high.
The bridges are ranked by their Efficiency, which is the load supported by the bridge in grams, divided by the mass
of the bridge in grams. The more mass the bridge holds, or the lighter the bridge is, the higher the efficiency. In many cases,
an efficiency of over 1000 is considered competitive.
In a nail biter competition, Derlis’ bridge weighed in at 29.2 grams and held 82.7 pounds before breaking. Alvaro’s
bridge was also 29.2 grams but held 82.9 lbs to clinch the 2010 title. Each region of the country sends its top two finishers to
the International Bridge Building Competition, which is held in Philadelphia this year on May 1. Derlis Gutierrez and Alvaro
Nunez will represent the Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten Island region in Philadelphia. Derlis Gutierrez is a two time regional
winner and also competed in Bellingham, Washington last year. The top ten winners at the Internationals receive prizes, and
the 1st place winner there receives a half tuition scholarship to the Illinois Institute of
Technology (who runs the entire competition). 2010 Bridge Building Specifications:

http://bridgecontest.phys.iit.edu/public/international/2010/international_rules
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